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Objective and background: The current scenario of the Pandemic of COVID-19 demands multi-channel 

investigations and predictions. A variety of prediction models are available in the literature. The majority 

of these models are based on extrapolating by the parameters related to the diseases, which are history- 

oriented. Instead, the current research is designed to predict the mortality rate of COVID-19 by Regression 

techniques in comparison to the models followed by five countries. 

Methods: The Regression method with an optimized hyper-parameter is used to develop these models 

under training data by Machine Learning Technique. 

Results: The validity of the proposed model is endorsed by considering the case study on the data for 

Pakistan. Five distinct models for mortality rate prediction are built using Confirmed cases data as a 

predictor variable for France, Spain, Turkey, Sweden, and Pakistan, respectively. The results evidenced 

that Sweden has a fewer death case over 20,0 0 0 confirmed cases without observing lockdown. Hence, 

by following the strategy adopted by Sweden, the chosen entity will control the death rate despite the 

increase of the confirmed cases. 

Conclusion: The evaluated results notice the high mortality rate and low RMSE for Pakistan by the GPR 

method based Mortality model. Therefore, the morality rate based MRP model is selected for the COVID- 

19 death rate in Pakistan. Hence, the best-fit is the Sweden model to control the mortality rate. 

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In the 1960s, the first identification of Coronaviruses occurred;

heir origination is still a mystery. The shape resemblance with

rown-like proposed the name. They could infect humans as well

s animals [1] . By functionality division, it is that kind that af-

ects the sinuses, nose, and throat. The types NL63, 229E, HKU1,

nd OC43 of coronaviruses, like the common cold, usually cause

llness of the upper respiratory tract. Many of the human pop-

lation victimized by these types of viruses in the entire course

f their lives. Such diseases lost in a minimal period. The general

ymptoms could be a headache, runny nose, dry cough, fever, sore

hroat, etc. [2] . 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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It was December 31, 2019, when the world health organization

nnounced several reasons of pneumonia cases in Wuhan city of

ubei province in China. This virus was noticed to be different

rom any other known type of viruses. For a new originated virus,

e do not know the ways how it affects the peoples around, which

aised significant concern. A few days later, the concerned author-

ties in China declared that they had identified a virus with a new

hape. It was the coronavirus that causes the common cold like

he MERS and SARS. The scientific name 2019-nCOV is suggested

3] . Now it is confirmed that new coronaviruses initiate the secre-

ive respiratory sickness in Wuhan city. It is now clear that the

ecretive respiratory illness in Wuhan is undertaken by this virus

aguely associated with the SARS coronavirus abbreviated as SARS-

oV [4,5] . In humans, these viruses normally instigate through the

urrounding of an infected entity by sneezing and coughing openly,

lose physical contact, touching of the objects with virus presence

6] . 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2020.105704
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cmpb
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cmpb.2020.105704&domain=pdf
mailto:abbassyedzaheer@tdtu.edu.vn
mailto:truongbuuchau@tdtu.edu.vn
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2020.105704
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The emerging trends of machine learning techniques possess a

key feature in several fields of intelligence. It is based on the opti-

mization of data by different algorithms to take preemptive mea-

sures. In data Sciences, it has the primary role for Data analytics.

It makes us understand data and its processes better, make pre-

dictions based on historical data/experience data and categorize a

group of data automatically called classification. It is observed that

the Gaussian Based models have been commonly used in optimiza-

tion applications [7] . In [8] , an extensive comparative study was

carried out between several surrogate models, comprising GPR, us-

ing simulation-optimization methodology with uncertainty param-

eters, in which it is concluded that the GPR models and their en-

semble were efficient methods concerning the accuracy in predic-

tion. 

Similarly, the classical as supervised and unsupervised learn-

ing techniques feature as supervised learning techniques including

Regression, Classification and Regression Trees (CART), and naive

Bayes use labeled data to train the algorithms where input and

output are known. The unsupervised learning techniques use un-

labeled data to train the algorithms where the input of raw data

given directly to these algorithms without knowing the output of

that data [9,10] . The mortality models could be made more effi-

cient by using Machine learning techniques. One such application

is illustrated in [11] , which is fully machine learning-oriented. Fur-

ther, in [12] , the authors extended the Lee-Carter model to multi-

ple populations using neural networks. 

In this research, the Gaussian Process Regression model with

optimized hyper-parameter is used to develop the mortality mod-

els regarding COVID-19 for five different countries (Turkey, Spain,

Sweden, France and Pakistan). Regression processes countered the

flaws in these models. This model is fully featuring the machine

learning techniques, which is capable of holding pieces of infor-

mation which are not covered by standard models. We evaluate

the enactment of these models, both in estimation and forecasting

mortality rates, considering the available data for Pakistan. 

The remaining paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 describes the proposed methodology for Predict-

ing deaths due to COVID-19 for Pakistan by utilizing updated

dataset samples. The discussion of the empirical study presented

in Section 3 . Section 4 concludes this work with possible enhance-

ment as future work. All technical support is shown in Appendix A .

2. Mathematical scheme 

Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) is a non-parametric kernel-

based probabilistic model that can handle complex non-linear re-

lations between response and predictor variables [7] . The Gaussian

process is random and is considered as a set of random variables

with a Gaussian joint multivariate distribution [13] . GP mainly

based on a mean and covariance function. GP can achieve non-

parametric regression function learning from noisy data, and it has

Gaussian distributions over the data [13,17] . The predictable mean

value is a linear combination by GP computation of the covariance

function [13] . Among many others, one of the essential applica-

tions of GPs is Gaussian process regression (GPR). GPR is a prob-

abilistic and robust non-parametric Bayesian model that defines a

priori distribution of the likelihood over function space [8] . It is

one of the most significant Bayesian machine learning methods

that estimate the subsequent deterioration of non-linear regres-

sion by restricting the previous distribution to match the available

training data [13] . 

The productivity of the prediction is a Gaussian distribution of

probability and is characterized by its mean and variance. Variance

is the confidence factor for the output’s expected mean value [18] .

Usually, a GPR model is provided with training data, and weighting
argets calculate its performance in terms of error between training

nd test input [19] . 

For an in-depth understanding of the underline mechanism,

onsider the training set {( u i ,v i ); i = 1, 2, …, m }, where u i εR d and

 i εR , drawn from an unknown distribution. A GPR model addresses

he question of predicting the value of a response variable v new 

, (in

ur case no. of deaths due to COVID-19) given the new input vec-

or u new 

, (which is the number of confirmed COVID cases) and the

raining data. A linear regression model is of the form 

 = u 

T β + ε , (1)

here ε ~ N (0, σ 2 ). The error variance σ 2 and the coefficients

are estimated from the data. A GPR model explains the re-

ponse by introducing latent variables, f ( u i ), i = 1, 2, …, m , from

 Gaussian process (GP), and explicit basis functions, g . The co-

ariance function of the latent variables captures the smoothness

f the response, and basis functions project the inputs u into a p -

imensional feature space. 

A GP is a set of random variables, such that any finite num-

er of them have a joint Gaussian distribution. If f ( u ), u ∈ R d} is a

P, then given m-observations u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ,…, u m 

, the joint distribu-

ion of the random variables f ( u 1 ), f ( u 2 ),…, f ( u m 

) follows Gaussian

istribution. A GP is defined by its mean function m ( u ) and covari-

nce function, l ( u, u ′ ). That is, if f ( u ), u ∈ R d} is a Gaussian process,

hen E ( f ( u )) = m ( u ) and 

o v [ f ( u ) , f ( u 

′ ) = E [ { f ( u ) − E ( f ( u ) ) { f ( u ) − E ( f ( u 

′ ) } ] = l ( u , u 

′

ow consider the following model 

 ( u ) 
T β + f ( u ) , 

here f ( u ) ~ GP (0, l ( u, u ′ )), that is f ( u ) are from a zero-mean GP

ith covariance function, l ( u, u ′ ). g ( u ) is a set of basis functions

hat transform the original feature vector u in R 

d into a new

eature vector g ( u ) in R p . β is a p -by-1 vector of basis function

oefficients. This model represents a GPR model. An instance of

esponse v can be modeled as 

 ( v i f ( u i ) , u i ) ∼ N 

(
v i g ( u i ) 

T β + f ( u i ) , σ
2 
)
. (2)

ence, a GPR model is a probabilistic model. There is a latent vari-

ble f ( u i ) introduced for each observation u i , which makes the GPR

odel non-parametric. In vector form, this model is equivalent to

 ( v | f , U ) ∼ N( v | Gβ + f , σ2 I) , (3)

here 

 = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

u 

T 
1 
. . . 

u 

T 
m 

⎞ 

⎠ , v = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

v 1 
. . . 

v m 

⎞ 

⎠ , G = 

⎛ 

⎜ ⎝ 

g 
(
u 

T 
1 

)
. . . 

g 
(
u 

T 
m 

)
⎞ 

⎟ ⎠ 

, f = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

f ( u 1 ) 
. . . 

f ( u 2 ) 

⎞ 

⎠ . 

he joint distribution of latent variables f ( u 1 ), f ( u 2 ), …, f ( u m 

) in the

PR model is as follows: 

 ( f U ) ∼ N ( f 0 , l ( U , U 

′ ) ) . 

hich is similar to a linear regression model, where l ( U, U 

′ ) looks

s follows: 

 ( U , U 

′ ) = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

l ( u 1 , u 1 ) · · · L ( u 1 , u m 

) 
. . . 

. . . 
. . . 

l ( u m 

, u 1 ) · · · l ( u m 

, u m 

) 

⎞ 

⎠ 

The covariance function l ( u, u ′ ) is usually parameterized by a

et of kernel-parameters or hyper-parameters ϑ, and often written

s l ( u, u ′ | ϑ) to explicitly indicate the dependence on ϑ. It is used

o represents the covariance between pairs of random variables in

PR and can be written as 

 i j = l 
(
u i , u j 

)
= α exp 

{ ∣∣∣∣u i − u j 

∣∣∣∣2 

2 σ2 
1 

} 

, (4)
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1 European Center for Disease Prevention and Control(ECGC) 
here 

σ 1 – Characteristics length scale 

α – Single variance 

Here σ1 , α are hyper-parameters. 

In literature, the model given under Eq. (2 ) is called a surrogate

or the objective function. The proxy is more comfortable with op-

imizing than the objective function. GP methods find the next set

f hyper-parameters to evaluate the actual objective function by

electing the best hyper-parameters that perform on this surrogate

unction. 

.1. Parameter optimization 

In regression models, the objective of parameter optimization

s to find the parameters of a given algorithm that return the

est performance on a validation set while training and testing the

odel [13] . It is mathematically represented as 

∗ = ar g min x εX f ( x ) . (5) 

ere 

f ( x ) − represents an objective score to minimize the root mean

squared error (RMSE) evaluated on the validation set 

β∗ − is the set of hyper-parameters which yields the lowest

score of RMSE, 

and 

x − is any value in the problem domain X. 

Even though hyper-parameter optimization is time-consuming,

t yields good prediction accuracy than traditional regression mod-

ls. 

Proposed algorithm for hyper-parameter optimization 

1. Initialize hyper-parameters for GPR model based on the problem. 

2. An objective function of GPR model which takes in these 

hyper-parameters and outputs a RMSE score that has minimal value. 

3. Define alternate model of the objective function. 

4. Specify the selection criteria for evaluating hyper-parameters which 

have to choose next from the substitute model. 

5. Maintain the history of (score, hyper-parameter) pairs used by the GPR 

algorithm to update the substitute model. 

6. Repeat steps 2–5 until maximum iterations or time is reached . 

.2. Advantages of Gaussian process regression 

• Gaussian process regression is probabilistic and robust non-

parametric Bayesian model that defines a priori distribution of

the likelihood over function space [14] . 
• It is one of the most significant BML-methods that evaluates

the successive deterioration of non-linear regression by limiting

the previous distribution to match the available training data

[13] . 
• It has high flexibility and accurate prediction for processing

small data set and also for high-dimensional data [13,15] . 
• It can have trained from noisy data using non-parametric re-

gression function and, sidestepping simple parametric assump-

tions [16] . 

.3. Polynomial regression model 

Polynomial regression is a particular form of multiple linear re-

ression models in which the maximum degree of the predictor

ariable is more than 1. In this technique, the best fit line is in the

urve shape. It can be used to approximate a complex non-linear

elationship [17] . 

The P th-order polynomial model in one variable is given by 

 i = β0 + β1 x + β2 x 
2 + . . . + βk x 

P + ε i . (6)

here 
y i – the response in the i th trial 

β0 – intercept 

β i – regression coefficients i = 1,2,…, k 

x i – values of predictor variables 

εi – error term 

A model with k explanatory variables x 1 , x 2 , x 3 is called multiple

inear regression. 

If a polynomial regression model is express in the form 

 = X β + ε . (7) 

hen the methods of linear regression model estimation can be

asily assumed for fitting the polynomial regression model. 

.4. Root mean square error (RMSE) 

Root mean square error is a statistic used for accounting the

verage error size. It is the square root of the squared differences

easured between estimated and actual observation and can be

tated as 

MSR = 

√ 

1 

N 

∑ 

(
ˆ θ − θ

)2 

. (8) 

ere 

N = Number of observ ations 
ˆ θ = Estimated value 

θ = Actual value 

In our case N = 20 days, and 

ˆ θ = ( ̂  θ1 , 
ˆ θ2 , . . . , 

ˆ θn ) 
′ 

are point

forecasts of θ = ( θ1 , θ2 ,…, θn ) 
′ . 

In this study, the GPR method is examined as a potential re-

ression model for handling the non-linear variable in predicting

he COVID-19 death rate for Pakistan. For comparison purposes, a

olynomial regression method is employed. The final results indi-

ate that the GPR method, although it is more time consuming, it

roved to be more efficient in terms of the root mean square er-

or (RMSE), a standard performance measure of regression models.

ig. 1 below clearly depicts the flow of the proposed methodology.

The best and worst-case scenarios for COVID-19 spread across

he globe are taken to model the COVID-19 mortality rate model

or five countries using COVID-19 daily confirmed cases time se-

ies data of those countries. These data are taken from www.

urworldindata.org , the most trusted website worldwide. Coun-

ries Sweden and Turkey are considered for the best-case scenario,

hereas Spain and France are made for the worst-case scenario.

he models for the mortality rate of COVID-19 are developed using

olynomial Regression Model and GP Regression model for these

ountries. RMSE used as a qualitative performance indicator to

hoose the best model. Finally, predict the mortality rate for Pak-

stan using the best death rate model. 

.5. Data and computational environment 

The data used in this research is obtained from https://

urworldindata.org/coronavirus 1 . Since January 21, 2020, the data

s updated daily, with an increment of the number of infected peo-

le, the number of recovered and the number of deaths due to the

oronavirus in Covid-19 infected countries across the world. In this

tudy, we used recent data by taking daily observations into ac-

ount from March 21, 2020, to May 10, 2020, for countries under

onsideration. The experimentation platform is a laptop with 2.7-

Hz Intel CORE i5 and 8 GB of memory running 64-bits OS of MS

indows 10. All results quoted in this research paper were per-

ormed in MatLab, and Figures were construed in R, which are a

http://www.ourworldindata.org
https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus
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Fig. 1. Hierarchy of the anticipated methodology. 
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user-friendly software and publically available online. For hyper-

parameter optimization, using the specified Algorithm takes about

56 s to reach the maximum iteration. 

3. Application and discussion 

An experiment is carried out to evaluate the efficiency of the

proposed methodology for Deaths Prediction of the COVID-19 pan-

demic in Pakistan. Recent daily data of 51 days of the chosen coun-

tries were used for this purpose, details of which are given in

the methodological section. To achieve the accuracy of the estima-

tion and to validate the obtained result, we further subdivide the

same filtered sample data and constitute training and testing sets

of data. The training data contain 36 observations, while the test-

ing set includes 15 days’ data. A mortality rate prediction model

was built for each selected countries using training data set where

confirmed COVID cases are considered as the predictor variable

and number of death due to COVID correspond to the response

variable. All model was validated on testing data set. By the pro-

posed algorithm for optimization, the parameter of the mortality

rate prediction model was optimized, which was used for predic-

tion purposes. Fig. 2 below represents the components of COVID-

19 confirmed cases. A list of countries having a higher rate of

COVID-19 confirmed cases are presented in Fig. 3 . Fig. 4 represents
he number of COVID-19 death cases for countries such as Spain,

urkey, Pakistan, France, and Sweden. 

Kernel Parameters such as sigmaM, sigmaF and sigma of the

est objective function for GPR models of various countries using

quared Exponential Method as kernel function for Gaussian process

egression model are presented in Table 1 . 

Each country has a different tuning hyper-parameter value,

hich reflects that each country has a distinct trend in the COVID-

9 spread and has the rate of increased confirmed cases also dif-

erent. The regression loss for predicted value using the GPR model

or five countries is also given in Table 2 . Root Mean Square Er-

or for the same are tabulated and are presented in the same ta-

le. Table 3 shows the RMSE value for the Polynomial Regression

odel of five countries. 

Fig. 5 provides the graphical comparison of RMSE value for

olynomial Regression and GPR model, which helps in the se-

ection of the best model among the two. It indicates that the

PR model has very low RMSE as compare to the Polynomial

egression model for five countries. Hence, Gaussian process re-

ression with an optimized hyperparameter model is chosen as

he best model which also supported by literature and used to

redict deaths due to COVID-19 for Pakistan after lifting lock-

own in the country where the chances of infection are very

igh. 
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Fig. 2. Percentage distribution of COVID-19 infected cases, deaths and recovered from coronavirus as on May 10, 2020. 

Fig. 3. Leading countries in the world with COVID-19 confirmed cases as on May 10, 2020. 

Table 1 

Estimated optimized hyper-parameters of GPR model for different countries. 

Estimated kernels parameters Turkey Sweden France Spain Pakistan 

ˆ σm 256876.3 589.8239 22374.43 79290.37 2667.455 

ˆ σ f 7008.68 20.46376 332.0723 10241.42 50.8837 

ˆ σ 37.07613 1.110905 4.428102 87.57416 1.654951 

Table 2 

Loss and error value for GPR model. 

Loss value Turkey Sweden France Spain Pakistan 

Regression loss 179.1848 1.878231 3.009694 1811.484 0.634793 

RMSE 15.38199 2.370486 3.731184 42.56153 1.796739 
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Fig. 4. Number of COVID-19 death cases for five countries. 

Fig. 5. Root mean square error comparison of the models. 
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Tables 4 and 5 represent the number of predicted COVID-19

death cases for countries like Turkey, France, Sweden, Spain, and

Pakistan using the GPR and PR model, respectively. Fig. 6 illustrates

the ranking of the COVID-19 mortality rate model of five countries.

It is known that Pakistan has a meager RMSE value because the

magnitude of the confirmed cases is low due to strict lockdown.

At the same time, the average death rate for Pakistan is the lowest
Table 4 

COVID-19 deaths prediction using GPR model. 

Number of confirmed COVID cases No of deaths Turkey No of deaths Franc

1000 29 56 

2000 35 53 

5000 65 61 

10,000 141 79 

20,000 350 530 

25,000 350 530 

30,000 410 370 

35,000 470 290 

40,000 530 284 

45,000 590 280 

50,000 650 280 
mong the five countries taken for study. Sweden is the only coun-

ry with having a shallow mortality rate without locking down the

ountry. Sweden’s RMSE value for the MRP model is the second-

owest in the table, which is selected as the best model. While

he number of COVID-19 confirmed cases increases, the number of

eath cases for Sweden is deficient when compared to other coun-

ries in those tables. Although, for Turkey, the number of death
e No of deaths Sweden No of deaths Spain No of deaths Pakistan 

3 89 55 

4 119 73 

10 264 99 

39 710 560 

45 1190 730 

48 1190 735 

53 1470 867 

61 1750 961 

72 2040 1010 

81 2340 1021 

102 2640 990 
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Fig. 6. RMSE value for five countries mortality rate model. 

Fig. 7. Graphical presentation of COVID-19 death prediction using GPR model. 

Table 3 

RMSE value for polynomial regression model. 

Loss value Turkey Sweden France Spain Pakistan 

RMSE 137.567 5.227635 57.21517 439.4404 3.445828 

c  

c

 

i  

b  

t  

a  

c  

m  

M

ases increasing linearly but still low over the different levels of

onfirmed cases. 
Table 5 

COVID-19 deaths prediction using PR model. 

Number of confirmed COVID cases No of deaths Turkey No of deaths Franc

20,000 200 760 

25,000 200 760 

30,000 300 920 

35,000 390 1080 

40,000 490 1230 

45,000 580 1390 

50,000 680 1540 
Moreover, the RMSE value for Sweden COVID- 19 Mortal-

ty model is lower than Turkey. Fig. 7 represents the num-

er of predicted death cases in five countries. Table 5 shows

he mortality rate prediction for France, Sweden, Turkey, Spain,

nd Pakistan, respectively. Fig. 7 represents the ranking of five

ountries based on the mean mortality rate. Based on the

ean mortality rate, Sweden’s model is the best model for

RP. 
e No of deaths Sweden No of deaths Spain No of deaths Pakistan 

50 460 650 

50 460 650 

90 1010 780 

140 1550 910 

180 2090 1040 

220 2640 1170 

270 3180 1310 
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4. Conclusion 

In sighting the situation around the world, coronavirus becomes

a biological bomb whose impact is more severe than a nuclear

weapon. Although corona not only digests thousands of precious

lives but also destroy the economy of the world. Almost all coun-

tries in the world practicing social distancing and observing lock-

down from the last two months make the life of human being hell.

Although it is indeed essential to get an estimate of the finan-

cial losses to occur due to the deadly virus, which will be obtained

years later, it is imperative to recognize the pattern of deaths. To

minimize as much as possible, future losses of precious lives all

over the world. 

The proposed study investigated the advantages of Gaussian

process regression using hyperparameter optimization, composed

of the number of confirmed cases and deaths for the duration 21,

March 2020 to May 10, 2020. A comparison is also given with the

Polynomial Regression. Better performance is noticed for the Gaus-

sian Process Regression model. 

As outlined by Hong et al. [13] in his work, Gaussian process

regression has the advantage of utilizing prior information to esti-

mates the subsequent variation of a non-linear pattern under few

assumptions, which is also validated in this study. 

The mortality model for Turkey, Spain, Sweden, France, and Pak-

istan had been build using GPR and PR model. Their performance

had been analyzed using RMSE value. The evaluated results no-

tice the high mortality rate and low RMSE for Pakistan by the GPR

method based Mortality model. Therefore, the morality rate based

MRP model is selected for the COVID-19 death rate in Pakistan.

Hence, the best-fit is the Sweden model for Pakistan to control the

mortality rate. 

4.1. Suggestions based on this study 

Coronavirus will lasted for a long time. Although many coun-

tries are observing lockdown, they not keep it for a long time. After

all, they will re-open sooner or later, because it severely affected

the economy of all the countries. The only solution to survive in

this station is to re-open as Pakistan did on May 9, 2020. As the

coronavirus is contagious and transmitted from person-to-person,

therefore the risk of being infected is still very high. 

The social distancing, COVID-19 awareness and best self-

hygienic practices are crucial factors to constraint COVID-19 deaths

in these circumstances. Sweden is the only country having the

best MRP model, although Sweden did not observe lockdown for

a single day. Due to the reasons, the Sweden Mortality model is

selected as the best model for predicting COVID-19 death cases.

If Pakistan also adopts Sweden’s strategies, Pakistan’s COVID-19

death cases, while working in the presence of the coronavirus, can

be restricted up to a small number. 
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ppendix A: Technical assistance 

MatLab syntax/command used in reproduction of this research

re as follows: 

Syntax 

prMdl = fitrgp(X,y) :- You can train a GPR model using the

function 

 = loss(gprMdl, Xnew,Ynew) :- Regression loss for Gaussian process 

regression mode 

prMdl = fitrgp(Xtrain, 

ytrain,FitMethod’,exact’ 

:- For kernel parameter using 

Squared \ exponential 

‘Predict- 

ethod’,exact’,’KernelFunction’, 

ardsquaredexponenti- 

al’,’Standardize’,1) 

egression loss = loss(gprMdl,Xtest,ytest) :- For regression loss 

predtest = predict(gprMdl,xtest) :- Prediction from test data 

pred = predict(gprMdl,Xnew) :-GPR Prediction of response 

Note: y "response" is no of deaths, and X "predictor" is no of confirmed cases.

 codes of parameter optimization the Algorithm will be provided on personal re-

quest. 
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